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Figures.
feacur^aonts of drag forces an spheres and a cylinder In open 
rectangular channels in liquid hcliun XI heat flow and euperflow wore 
aade at tapper eturae between 1.3°f and the A -point. The drag 
forces -ere Treasured by the deflection of a torsion aystoci crus ponded 
atxyve the free surface of the liquid fraa a quarts fibre.
In U'.Q heat flow experiments, the drag waa found to be similar 
to that which would be exerted by a classical fluid with the saae 
velocity, viscosity and. density as the normal caaponent. Correlations 
of the drag coefficient X>/(£>onvn A) *it& the feynelds ambers
/W^n «* P Tn^^n ®^owr ***** **** ^°*®or 48 b*m8 8888 suitable 
both in torus ef eliminating temperature de>endmoe and agroenmt with 
the classical value.
Above 1.6°a snail decrease in drag with increasing velocity 
was usually noticed; this was attributed to the onset ox turbulence 
in the euporfluidL, giving rise to a component of drag In the direction 
of eupofluid flow. Describing tho turbulent superfluid as a laiiinorly 
floats# fluid with an affective viscosity nahes possible an order 
- ‘ . .. . fa . -r;. 'Uo ;f; NMI IB MM v MUM
to lie betwen 10 and 100 oicrepoise.
it taoparaturae nearer the 7\«polnt, the simple two fluid
description appears to bococe lees adequate
In the superflow eKperluente* -he sphere and the cylinder are 
drained ia the direction of the su crfluid flow. Jorrelations of 
drag coefficient with aynolda number aug&eet values for the effective 
viscosity of between 20 and 1 >3 nloropoise.
In the cylinder suporflow exporiuonts, below a critical velocity 
of a£l oo sec~\ no drag was observable. This la attributed to an 
ideal flew rsglne and is believed to be the first direct deuonetraticn 
of D’Ale-ibert’s paradox, namely that an inviacid fluid can exert no drag 
on a body.
■1. IJTE-DOCnCB
-x«
1<1 hIOT? EHLTOA II
4
The He molecule oonsiots of a nueleuc of two protons and two 
neutrons, with two electrons filling the first orbital shell*
Decease the electrons are tightly bound to the nucleus, the inter­
molecular attraction due to the London dispersion forces lo -/oak, sad 
the boiling oint of the liquid (4.2°K) is lower than Umt of any other 
substance* In the liquid, the aero point energy is comparable to the 
energy of binding of the molecules, and increases the molecular eepara* 
tian by a factor of 1*5* /n a result, the liquid, except under 
pressure, remains a liquid down to absolute scro of temperature*
At 2*13° under its vapour pressure (the /\-point), the liquid 
undergoes a phase transition* The warmer phase (helium I) behaves 
like any other liquid, whereas the odd phase (heliua II) displays a
number of unique properties* la rarticular, although rotating cylinder
-5measurements show a viscosity of about 10 poise, flow in capillaries 
is so rapid as to indicate a vanishingly small viscosity, or super­
fluidity | and heat flows so readily that almost no teaporaturo gradient 
can be sustained in the bulk liquid. Lastly, while it is possible to 
sustain an appreciable temperature difference along a capillary 
captaining helium II, this is always accompanied by a pro. ortionate 
pressure difference (the fountain or tharuoaookonlcal effect)*
2These and athor phenomena can be ox Xainod la terms of the •t'vo- 
fluid* icturc. The liquid io considered to ooucist of a •normal1 
oomvsnout, eaitaiaiarj all tho entropy und having a no ml viscosity* 
end a 'attporfluid* component, having no entropy or viscosity. Writing 
the densities as p^ and p* respectively* the total density is 
yO0 4* n& » p • At T » 0 there is no entropy end so » 0, 
whereas at the X-point, p * • O« Although heacgs&cmly mixed* the 
two GoapGfciOdtc oan flow relative to each other without diasi^tiong 
thus heat is transported by a flow of aortal fluid augy from tho source 
of heat filo the suporfluid flows towards it, cuid an appreciable 
temperature difference is only ootahlishod in a confined regies* cuoh 
as a capillary tube, chore the normal fluid viscosity restricts it© flow*
The theoretical espi;uiation of tho two-fluid model Xies in quantum 
theory. As tho tiMpurnture of the liquid is raided from absolute zero, 
the first thermal energy oust appear in the form of quantised excitations 
The first excitations to appear arc longitudinal sound waves or phonons* 
uater, another typo of excitation Imxowu as a x*otcn is found to occur*
Joth types of excitation possess momenta and cu, be treated meLhaoat- 
ically as particles. The sexual ccnpousut sen thus be regarded as a 
gee of quantised excitation, in which viscosity arises by momentum 
oxenung© on collision.
9alculaticns of thornodynaoic and transport properties based on 
the statistical mechanics of the assumed excitations giro good agreement 
with experiment below l,o°K. Above thio temperature, owing to the 
increase in the density of excitations, the agreement becomes poorer, 
and the A •transition cannot be explained in these terms. In fact the 
A -transition is tboatfit to be analogous ts an offset which occurs in an 
ideal gas of bosons ac the gas la cooled, a temperature io roadbed at
’^hich a finite fraction of tho bosons start to ’condense out* into the
ground state*
The absence of viscosity of the suporfluid arises from the fact 
that any clewing down of the liquid by a solid boundary will involve an 
increase in thermal ener.^r of the liquid. Tills energy must bo in the 
form of quantised excitations, and at low enough velocity, there io not 
enough kinetic energy of flow to create an excitation, as an associated 
eondi tion, the suporfluid velocity field is usually thou^it to be 
irrotlenal*
For sufficiently low flow velocities, the siapl© two-fluid picture 
is very successful in explaining a wide variety of experimental 
phenomena. In all flow experiments* however, there exists a auperfluid 
critical velocity at which dissipation effects, often indicated by extra 
pressure or temperature gradients, begin to appear* In thio region the 
two-flaid model must be modified to take account of these effects.
41.2 IW, FbW
Vhe nature of the flow 01 an incompressible fluid with soro 
viaoooity is relatively easy to treat matha^atieally. In such flow 
vorticity is conserved and if the vorticity is initially overyshere 
soro, the flow can be described as irrotationali it isfi&o called 
potential flow, because the mathematics used is similar to that used 
to describe electrical or gravitational fields. Xt can be shown that 
in an ideal flow no drag can be exerted on a body (&*Ala»fcept*s paradox) 
and, except for a sent-infinite body, such as an infinitely long 
cylinder or aerofoil, supporting circulation, no lift can be exerted.
Craig and Fellam (1957) suspended a pair of incline i wings in a 
superfluid wind-tunnel and showed that below a certain critical velocity
e .•
there was no detectable lift force on the wings, Koehler and ellan 
(1962) cuspundod a I ayleijh disc in cuperflow and showed that the torque 
exerted agreed with that predicted for an ideal fluid. either experi­
ments (hnasey and Reynolds, 1%5> Jerks and Hildebrandt, 1968) help to 
deaonotrato the compatibility of ideal fluid theory and the behaviour 
of nuperf luid helium.
51*3 CaiSXsML .UJD SOFSHCaXTIGAIi PLOW
1.3.1 Jtooral
landau (1941) estimated that the superfluid velocity nooossary 
for the creation of a roton was 3 x 10* eta soc**\ while a phonon requires 
a velocity ab ut three times greater* Actual critical velocities wore
very much snail or than this* ranging between lee than 1 on sec”1 for
•1wide channels end about 10 on see for fine capillaries*
nseger (1949) and i cymes (1959) showed that vortex motion in the
auperfluid io pemieeible if -he angular uoaentua of each helium atom 
is quantised* In thie situation V x v ■ 0 everywhere except at the 
core of the vortex line, where there ia a fluid-dyriamical singularity* 
-•ood evidonoo for tho existence of ouch lines has been found in rotation 
experiments* Jstimtee <x the critical velocity neoeeccry for the 
creation of quantised vortex lineo give acre reasonable values, and th$ 
predicted defence of VB0 « the channel diaeneicn d. zaaoly that 
vQQ x d is a slowly increasing function of d, io similar to that found 
experimentally* ’ any flow experiments have been carried out to investi­
gate critical velocities -wd the nature of tho flow in the supercritical 
region in different situations; because of the number of parameters 
whioh can be varied (the channel sise and shape, the normal and supeiw
fluid velocities, the temperature) it is difficult to for-, a clear and
cans la teat picture of tho implications of all the results. ?cr tho 
particular case of heat flow in wide dhsoonels (4 1 as,
bom flow ■ p* vg ♦ p^ ■ 0), however, it is fairly well 
established that the major source of resistance in the supercritical 
region is mutual friction between the two components (see e.g. Atkins* 
1959).
The equation of motion of the two fluids are (Atkins, 1959* p.171)
2? P
'* P + />_ 3 3Wd 1 - F (▼ - ▼ ) - F (▼.)Jt p f s ^sn*8A.nua ~*s
for the superfluid and
-/a < ~n) ♦ % < V^n ♦ £ 3rad.dlv yj
for the normal fluid. These are similar to the Havier - Atokee equation
except for the grad T torn and P^ (mutual friction), P# and P^j these 
last three are inserted to account for the extra frictional forces in
the super critical region, and are soro if the velocities are subcritioal. 
It is found that except in narrow channels the extra frictional
forces in heat flow experiments are independent of channel width, which
implies that P and P are negligible compared with P in wide channels, a  sn
I utual friction is usually measure 1 by the increase in the 
temperature gradient necessary to sustain flow in the supercritical 
region. This temperature gradient is found to obey the relation 
grad T » D,/1 where I in the heat current density, D is a temperature
dependent constant, and n « 3.
7• • .....  .
ide channel critical and supercritical heat flow vas inveeti»
gated extensively by Vinon (1957 a, b, o, d). lie studied mutual
friction by propagating second sound (entropy wares) transversely in
a rectangular channel carrying a heat current, and found that the 
2
ettMMMM estfriM* ,_j ( - )‘* ..or, ,> , khe eoMMIo c
heat flowj is email and can be ignored for large heat currents, 
he proposed that mutual friction should be regarded as an osuontially 
linear force ( I V* * ▼ I * v )2 (v * v ).
is explanation is that in the supercritical state, the auperfluid 
consists of a tanked mass of quantised vertex lines whose length per 
unit volwao varies 03 the square of the heat current. Mutual friction
then arises ae a result of collisions between the excitations tfaich
comprise the normal fluid, and vertex lines, tfiich will liave the sane 
average velocity as the superfluid.
He was able to study the rate of growth and decay of vorticity 
in the superfluid heat currents around the critical, and from this the 
nature and magnitude of tho critical velocity. Par a channel of 
2.4 x 6.45 oa cross section at 1.41 *£> there ap. eared to be a sharp 
transition between a state with no detectable vorticity and fully 
developed vorticity I at hi^ier teoporaturoo, however, some vorticity 
was present in the subcritical region, and above 1.55°^ no die continuous
3Increase ia vorticity vna observable. In a .lidor channel
(4.C x 7.03 iaa) thia •blurring* started at a temperature ;?hlQh was 
lower ’qy 0*1 °S»
by comparing the nature of the acohanicma viiioh would cause 
vortidty to increase or decrease he was able to develop a je;i- 
eupirio&l equation for the tioo dependence of the vortloity which 
explained the principal features of the results*
Juase (1962) Studied the temperature gradient in heat flow in
ch&j-:eis of C.3 ob diameter, She critical velocities are well defined
to nuch u-ijher temperaturoa, althcu^i the rise la the temperature
gradient appears to he aster setuslly dlsoontlsuous* She temperature
dependence of tho critical velocity appears to fall into two regions t
below l*7°->, v , the velocity of tho normal fluid at the critical heat DC
current, Is uore or less constant, whereas above this temperature it 
decreases steadily towards sero at the 7 ••point. Be found that In the 
lor tempera uro region a critical eyaolda number defined ty ,
share p le the total density, 7j& the visooeity of the normal 
fluid, and d the c^asaaaal diuactar, has a value docs to 21001 this 
value ia typical cu that founc for the breafe&cun ox laminar flow of 
ordinary fluids In pipes. critical velocities In another set of 
ext..urinants conducted in channels of varying cross~auctiaial shapes 
(thaae, 19oJ) cmld also be explainer In terau of olasaioal critical 
Leynaius numbers.
3Shis that the critical velocity dbeerved hero is
characterised cy the onset of turbulmuce in tho normal fluid, althou^Ji 
it is not clear thy, if tills io so, it is nooecoary to use the total
;- ity p 1’ian p
In tho temperature ro^oa above 1, r '» where v /v is larger, he<r XX
sug^ostei that it was no# tho supurfluid velocity which became critical*
A loynolds number containing the total density was also used by
fc-
'tetfa, Texonia sad Van ilpheu (1961) in a series of flow exyoriaente in
vide capill^y tubes (32 - 255 nicrana diuaetor)> they found that the
variation of pressure head with flow velocity was similar to chat found
with an ordinary fluid in the ioiscuille and Uasium regions, but the
sdtaiuun critical Reynolds umber wee 1200, ab ut half tho ninimsa
classical value. This description was found to hold for a range of
situations botween isodiormal flow (v » v ) usd heat flow **s
^□i'a + /’nXn * C)*
Alloa, Griffiths and Osborne (1965) observed the ioroee on a
1 micron dianotor qparta fibre in a wide enunmei eerryiag a heat
oflow* At 1,5 d uhey found two critical velocities, Above the lower 
one the suporfluid was turbulent, whereas ulxwe the up, or coo the uoraal 
f ..uid aloe appeared to be turbulent,
Vicontini - dissoni and xtnsolo (1965) measured the drx-t velocities
of positive and uu^ative ions in heat curccaits in wide channels, At
tooporaturoo below 1,35°& they again fouad two critical velocities,
and showed that at large heat current densities the temperature 
gradient and the nor&al fluid velocity sere not uniform along the 
channel,
tied and Vicentd'dl • lisoooi (1967) investigated the velocity 
fields in heat flor# in rectangular channels 4x3 aa, again by roo uour* 
ing tho drift velocities of positive and negative iono, iliey found
that ajove a auperfluid velocity of 0,7 etc seo
tempera ~ure) the normal fluid velocity and the temperature gradient 
varied v*ith distance along the tube in a afcrwgly aon-linenr manner.
fough (1916) attempted to correlate the results of various 
OKperiounts within a waiioro description of die onset of different 
types of dissipation in the floe of holiua, He assumed the existence 
of two critical velocities in bent flow, the loser one being associated 
with the supexf laid and the higher one with a classical .eynolds number 
involving che normal fluid velocity and the total density. Us 
atteupcod to Justify the use <& the total demity in terms of coupling 
of the velocity ficlus ty actual friction i a perturbation of the 
normal fluid velocity field aunt be accompanied by a similar lor turbo* 
tion in tne auperfluid velocity field, and vice versai the relative
u□agrdLtude v&li depend on the decree of coupling* If tho coupliag ia 
strong, then any perturbations in tho nara/il fluid velocity field will 
in fact involve }>orturbation of the whole fluid and the suability of 
laniaar flow a,painst such perturbation will depend on a oynoldo amber 
involving the total density* At hi^or ton oraturoc, the no.sal fluid 
velocity boconee dialler in relation to the superfluid velocity, md the 
effects of the oaoot of turbulence ia the uoraal fluid are uaohod iy the 
na^itudo of the mutual friction tern*
This analysis oucccolo ia explaining and reconciling a nuaber of 
experimental results ia a qualitative .ray, although tho variety of 
exporinanto and the water of peruse tars which can be varied precludes 
the possibility of a coaprehonoive or quantitative correlation*
.lie non-lineer effect® zaaitieaed at the and of tho previous 
section (1*3*2) desonutrate that any theory ban^d on the lines so far 
prep.osod will be inadequate in describiag suae real situations, and 
help to explain sone of the qu&ititativ© iacckjaiat^ieiea already 
encountered*
2he torn F in the thor-xhydrodyna'sicul equations (1*>*1) 
describe© processes inside the aupevfluid via©;* the critical velocity 
is eaee&dod* hen a classical fluid becomes turbulent' tho e:;tra 
resistance to flow io aoBetiaea accounted for in vcrcc ox an extra
effective viscosity, owen as the eddy viocouity. F is ofteno
interpreted as bein^ duo to a axailar effect in the saparfluid*
Vines. (1961) aade ua ox dor of uu^uitudo ©otinute ox' the superfluid
v .icoeaMi - - * tf n *m«m mm MMivi m -• mmi mb*
It cue ualinoly to bo leas than about 20 aicropoioe* Joduoticaao of 
the "tegyiltede of from wyawtinente very from a few xxicropoise 
(e*$» oroocr aid duwarao, 1961) to arouse 100 edarnpoies*
i&d&er and x&irbenk (1962) neaoareu tho proastu*o differcnee 
arloinj frea ouporfluid flow in a tube 1*1 an in disaster* If their 
results con oe iutorp~etod in teros of a hose^eneous oupurfluiu 
rlseeeity* then at 1*2°-• ft a Sd«S v< - MMMtitM M
•j
’o > S. <V V, are in eu see «lth a critical velocity vqc
'■ *1 of -<^15 csa sec , thia gives h as 4*3 miorepeise at -./*2 cd see ,
—1 -322 oiuropoioe at «5 on aeo and >9 aicropoiae at C,S ca see *
13 *
1,4 wjj a; srasass jct jtlxsdspu
For inoociproooiblo viscous flow, a charuoturistic flow pattern in
a si iple jeooetrical situation — that is one which cun ba defined by °no
length parameter * is uniquely defined by tho ‘iiraoasionlosc eynolda
amber B » ^vd/jj (Reynold® principle of similarity), In the ease of
flor in an infinite pipe or channel, tho characteristic dimension d ia
the diameter of the pipe or channel> for flow round an obstacle of a
given shape, d is a dimension of the obstacle i in the ease of a sphere
or cylinder, d is the diameter,
Ihe drag force on a submerged obstacle can be reduced to a 
2 2diaansienloes fora by dividing bp the group yov d | thia leads be the 
definition of a dimensionless drug coefficient « irag/ryov \ whore 
1 is the rental ?rc& exposed by tho body to tho flow direction,
x inco tho eynolda number defines tho characteristic flow pattern 
for a given shape of obstacle, it is to be expected that at a iven 
loynolda number the dra? coefficient will always be the eoiao, in other 
words the drag coefficient will be a unique function of the Reynolds
amber.
It is found from experimental □oasuronents that Cn is indeed a 
unique function of R> Figures 1,1 and 1,2, which are taken froa 
F chi ich ting (I960), p, 16, show the functional relationships for 
spheres and cylinders.
14
1.4.2 Mvffl «tf UguWStft ftHIMMft WllWT
Tho detailed nature of flow round spheres end cylinders is
discu&God x:to lively in Soldsteln (1933) end ehllchti ; (19 •)* It 
sufficiently lor Reynolds nuabars (F< • is possible to calculate
the flw pattern and drag far cylinders and spheres* A© the inertial
/es becese acre iapcrtsnt than the viocous forces ( > 1) calcnla*
tier. becomes too difficult* .Isperi iontal 'obsoreutiai* however, roveala 
the ..iain feature© of the flow pattern and tho distribution of tangential 
and aoraal forces which constitute the drag*
The not ten# consists of two eaapaoent&i the pressure or fora 
drag* «?.iieb io the not longitudinal force reuniting from pressure carte* 
fcions over the surface* and akin friction drag, which is the integral 
of the longitudinal <m.. o ants of the taageotial vise us shearing force©.
t los oyiolis numbers (e*g. the tbbss region for a sphere) tho irag 
is entire.y due to skin friction. As the uynoldu amber increase©, 
the pressure gradient ,-»hich the boundary layer ha© to orcrcono to follow 
the renr profile of the sphere or oyliadcr he oases too great, the 
boundary layer separates fros the wall not far behind the lane of 
i^'jxJUuc cressMeeotienaX area* aid an eddying wake is faraed* The
nuetiou in this wake causes fora drag which bee&aes increasingly acre
Ainvariant than alfua*friction drag: at a .cyndis nutther of Id the drag 
ea a cylinder is alaout a.ciruiy fora drag*
15
$At e critical .avoids amber of about 4 s 1C t the boun&nry layer 
beccaseo turbulent. '^o&iuo the turbulent nixing la tho bOuntUry layer 
ii.orvaeea the forward tttUg^xtial force exerted by the external flour on 
that part of tho bowkkxzy layer olosoot to the wall, the point of separa­
tion of tii© boundary layer novoa oouaiderfcaly further Wk» the dinoctor 
oi the cake is nax&adly roduood* and tho draj coefficient deoreaaee by 
a factor of 4.
16
1.5 3L Ilf hl WM B3LW
Laing and Roreehech (1961) oeaaurod the rate of fall of spheres
of diameter around one inch in liquid helium at Keyncddo numbers of 
6around 10 * The drug coefficient correlated against a Koyncldo 
nuftber involving a total density ws between 0*4 and 1*5» somewhat 
bijior then tho close ioal value * ?he speed of the eaeperinents was too 
greet for the boundary layer to have tine to become turbulent, which 
partly ae aunts for the hija values* Be temperature dependence was 
e? aront*
Moy and Hollis Ballet (1961) measured the drag on a 2 m 
diameter siiore in a wind tunnel formed by the annular gap between two 
concentric cylinders. It was found that the results could be correlated 
by using an effective density /<> Q « /°n ♦ °«25 V^/O $. This led to a 
drag coefficient mailer then that found for classical liquids by a 
factor of 3 or 4 at Reynolds numbers between 1000 and 10 althcu^x at 
; eynoldo numbers above 6000 tho drag coefficient was not ouch lose then 
tho classical liquid value*
Griffiths (1965) noasured the drag on a quart® cylinder of *9 
micron di^net«r at a eynolda nuaber less than 0.4 in heat flow. The 
nomal fluid viscosity deduced from the drag was a factor of 5 larger 
than the accepted values. Ko convincing erplonatioa was found for this 
discrepancy*
1A1B
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2*1
Beasurensnts were aade of tSw drag exerted cm spheres ia heat floe 
and superflosr ia open rectangular channels* la tho heat floe expert- 
seats throe spheres with diameters of 395*500 and 1075 Morons were 
used in a channel 4*76 m wide tod 2.5 sea. deep. In the □upurflow 
experiments* one sphere of diameter 893 Morons was used in a channel 
3.27 an wide and 2*5 u deep. The floe velocities rtrnged up to about
_ —i
30 m soo * and tho drag forces measured varied between about 10 end 
3 ’00 uicrodynes* The temperatures varied between 1*3°& and more than 
2.0^:*
Heat flow and superflow aeasurocento wore also aade on a cylinder 
Of 0.13 «a dia&oter and isoercod length 13 on in a channel 1*6 aza wide 
and 20 m deep*
Oetails of the individual esper&aents ure given in >*2*
A torsion system wee weed to measure tho drag* The basic features 
(Fig* 2*1) v^re a vortical glass zed* at the base of which was a thin 
horisontal copper disc (used mainly for el© trooa^etic damping) end 
horisantal arwe which each carried a sphere or cylinder) one was used 
for aeasur^aanta* tho other was a •dux^y’* The dusuay was ueol for 
balance* and to provide a degree of symmetry in electrostatic and 
aar^iotio fields* and soactines as a second body on tihich to make
measureaemts.
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The syetan w suspended an a quarts fibre (1*5 - 5 ca long,
2} - 5 isierans thick) froa a toraion head which could be rotated, 
raised and lomired*
The fapitsu resist once of brass is sufficiently hl^t far a 
ne^Xi^thlQ fraction of tho heat supplied to bo lost throu^i tho walls 
of the charnel (see 3»5»4).
It w aeceooary to laaep the level of the liquid in the channel 
constant, and thin v?as acliicvod by uoing a separate constant l;vel bath 
vithla the holiun deear9
Tho apparatus rZich io described in tho following section was 
developed after oonsidemblo difficulty had been experienced la earlier 
desire with spurious turadooal forces* A description of thoae diffi­
culties is jivcm In. lp?/mdl2
e
- w*
2.2 £?’>AJLW3
A conventional syutea was used for containing and coolin; the 
liquid hcliura* The helium dewar veonol was made of aonax Jlass, 
silvered apart from vertical diametrically opposed clear strips,
1 ca vrf.de, the stripe wore later widened to about 3 ca over a hci'jht 
of about 8 ca from the bottom of the vessel to improve visibility in 
the experimental region*
The temperature of the liquid helium was deduced from the 
vapour pressure using the Van ijk-^urieux (1958) scale* The pressure 
in tho dewar was measured by a mercury aaaoocter and an oil
(di-xi-bnxtyl-phthcvlate) nanometer in parallel* The oil maaouater 
eould be brought into operation at pressures below 38 ec Ilg* and the 
absolute pressure could then be determined with sufficient accuracy down 
to the oiniaum .ressure of 1*25 on oil correapandiag to a lainiouu 
temperature of 1*26° . A vacuctat was used to correct for the non-wro 
pressure in the evacuated limb of the oil manaoiotor*
Two 2** lengths of flexible bellows pipe were inserted in the 
jumping line to isolate tho cryostat from .ump vibrations, and the rate 
of pumping could bo controlled a 2” valvo or a parallel fine control
valve*
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2.2.2 MU
The constant iovol bath (Pig. 2.1) wao doaignod, far reasons 
given in Appendix A, to ba as isolated as possible from the rest of 
the dewar. Xt ootisisted basically of an internally electrically 
conducting yrex beaker sealed off by a braes cover, or top-plate, 
which was supported by a $* thin-walled stainless stool tub©.
ill© top rin of tho beaker was ground flat and smooth, as was a 
rid on the base, and the booker was pulled up in a cage onto a 1/16” 
indiua ring in a t^oove in the new bath top-plate. The cage 
consist© of six lengths of 3 3.A. studding and an annular baseplate, 
dugs wore used for tho studding holes in the top-plato and tho base­
plate in order to leave as ouch horiaontal area clearance as possible 
between the bath and the dewar wall. The studding struts were 
arranged as shown (Fig. 2.2) to allow good visibility. An indium 
ring was used between tho baseplate and the bottom of the hooker to 
protect the latter from the possibility of local stress.
The aethod used for maidlnj the inside of the iyrex beaker 
eloctrically conducting wao that described by .xxaer (1955)• The
beaker was placed inside an oven and brought to 400°C. s tannic 
chloride crystals in a Xyrex tube were melted in a buaoen flame, and 
the fumes were blown into the centre of the beaker. The result was 
a surface conductivity of not more than a few oluas per square, with 
a negligible loss of transparency.
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2.2.3 JooatrusUoaal SotoU.9
retails of the final arran^ent of the experiment are shown in 
Figures 2.1 and 2.2. The channel and aa^ot are bolted to a 1/16* 
trees atrip, which is in turn bolted to a flanged tube, 1.3. 1/3*1 
thia tube is bolted by 3 * 10 3.A. bolts to the bath top-plate.
A 1/8* C.D. stainless steel tube with a funnel at tho top receives 
liquid haliun from tho filling fountain pump and conducts it into the 
flanged tube* , These tubes also carry all the electric wiring for the 
bath. At the sane radius, 45° clockwise, is the emptying fountain 
puap.
hen transferring liquid heliua into the dowar it is necessary to 
ensure that tho liquid roadies the space below the bath, A funnel 
directly below the filling hole roooivco tho tip of the transfer tube, 
and the tube below conveys the liquid past the bath to the space at the
bottom.
The top of the stainless steel i* tube is soldered into tho brass 
cndpiecc, which is screwed and sealed against the cryostat cap as shown. 
The torsion head, ’diich in the top region is a 1/8* stainless steel 
rod, passes through an *-ring seal and through two bearings.
A remote control device is used for twisting the torsion head, and 
tho angle of twist can be read fro© a long pointer attached to the torsion
heed.
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2.2.4 Jfawolu
Three channels ware used aver the course of the ewpariamto. 
Details are shown in ?ijures 2.5 - 2.5. The exparlnmts fall into 
two catenaries, heat flow and superflow. In the superflov ex^rlaenta 
the fountain effect la ucea to set up a flow such that the net velocity 
of the normal fluid in the channel Is aero, while the euporfluid has a 
net velocity towards the heater. Cha?nel I was use’ entirely for 
normal fluid experiments with aphereo. Channel XI was used entirely 
for superflow experiments with spheres and in Channel III both types of 
experiments were carried out wltii cylinders.
The heater in Chaaned I consisted of a bundle of insulated 
eureka wire compressed into a rectasigular slab tfiich fitted against the 
end wall of the channel. For heat flow experiments in Jhanael III the 
heater was 46 gauge eureka wound unlforaly on the front of a strip of 
felines polyester film to provide oven heating over the depth and 
breadth of the channel.
In tho auperfluid channels, the boater was sealed off from tho 
rest ef the charnel by a sintered ^ass flltori In Ihamel XI the 
filters, dbloh were placed at each end of the channel, had a uaad-sua 
poro else of 15 riicroa. and wore 5 an thick, sad in channel 111.
2 oicrono and 0.3 an. In Channel II. no vary satisfactory way of 
sealing round the filter and roun the fcap’ was found. and It is
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possible that there was ease leakage* In hannel III* the gaps were 
sealed by 1/52" indiwa washer©* and an airflow ozpcriaait at roaa 
temperature indicated that these were efficient*
~h© fluid from the heater climber was directed through a pipe 
c:id allowed to drip or pour back into tho bath* far flew calibration 
purposes* the fluid could be collected in a glass bucket, which could 
be emptied by it© own fountain puap* wing to shortage of space* 
flow calibration and drag measurement could not both be carried out 
during the ©me run*
2*2*5
If aue wishes to measure the small drags which will occur at 
oul>»aritical velocities, the spheres used in Jhannel I give an unsatis­
factorily low signal to noise ratio* Increasing the size of the 
sphere to ovoroooe thia will eventually oom increasing the area of 
tho channel* which will in turn reduce the critical velocity and hence 
tho subcri.ical drag* so that nothing ia gained* On the other hand* 
if the iirag on a cylinder in a deep narrow channel is measured* the 
channel critical velocity is independent of the depth of the channel 
( chlieliding* I960* p*386)> so the sensitivity can* in principle* be 
indefinitely increased by deepening the channel and lengthening the 
cylinder.
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2*2.6
The method used for manufaeture was that described la Strong 
(1950)t namely blowing the fibre out in an oxy-gao flame. This was 
otraijhtfor^vai'd except that tho range of thickness (5-4 microns 
diameter) which was usually required was difficult to obtain.
Toaalan constants were measured approximately by timing 
oscillations of a small bar. strength testing - checking that the
f • • *
fibre would oup^ert about twice the weight which it would be required 
to support - was abandoned when it was realised that the uniformity of 
a fibre was sufficient for the strength to be determined from the
toruion constant.
Initially the fibres were attached at the two ends by using tiny 
hooka and melting shellac onto the point of attachment. Later a 
simpler approach was evolved; the fibre was stuck against a stub of 
copper wire with nail varnish. Judicious application of acetone ensured 
a clearly defined demarcation between that part of the fibre which can 
twist and that tfhich is held rigid.
.entering the fibre with respoct to the torsion head io done by 
beiwling the wire u.til rotation of the torsion head oauseo no sideways 
movement of the fibre as viewed through a cathetometer.
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she torsion constant of the Sttaerted length v»w dotorained by 
measuring the period of oscillation of the suspend© 2. system, than 
adding a ring whose MMot of inertia could bo calculated, md 
aaaia Mwartec the pasiod ■%. If I, is the «&»« aaaeat of
inertia of the
fibre 5*
suspended system, and k tho ~arcion constant of tho
80 k
kT
X *, * *2
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2.2.7 Wrfr'W? a»A
,pharos wore made by nclting thin bare copper wire ia a bunsen
flame. iho shape and surface aohieved by this method, especially for 
the smallest ones, was very good; the larger ones tended to have snail 
flaws on the surface probably due to oacidatioci} and to sake the largest 
ono, 1 m dimeter, silver was used.
The wire .rcxa which the sphere was ta&da was also used as the 
vertical support for the sphere. The top of this thin support was glued 
onto a stlffor (56 g) horiaontal copper cross am, <iich was in turn 
uraldited onto the copper disc. ilvor Dag was painted over the 
araldite and glue to discourage static.
Cylinders wore made by drawing out fused quarts in a hot axy-gas
flame} those were than glued directly onto the cross am.
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uleetr&eal heaters were used in the channel, tho two fountain 
pumps and tho oain heliua dowar, A super»caaduoting electroiaajxet, 
consisting of 2Sfc> turns of niobiui v/ith a soft iron core was also 
usoa, A 10 ohu :fUaa- Jra&ly carbou resistor in a Wheatstone bridge 
was used as a thermometer to aid manual thermos tat ing,
All components except the Alloa-iradley wore supplied from a 
6 V 80 power supply, had a eenwen earth, were controlled by switches 
and uota tial dividers aad/or aerie© rheostat©, had resistance ratings 
of between 10 and 00 ohm© (except of course Use ms^pet whose x^esistanoe 
fell to aero), were currentxaonitored and had loads of 54 and 56 gouge 
oureha ox* cunotaatan fra the cryostat head,
^esi^tsnoe-free caita ta with the niobium of the civ troaa^iet 
could be obtained by copper-plating or, more satisfactorily, by spot 
welding pi at haunt either of these could then be soft soldered,
To avoid hmrin; to mow tho resistance of the channel heater, 
which varies somewhat with the temperature, the voltage across the 
heater was measured along with the current, fheae were the only 
electrical aeacurom nts which required any degree of accuracy.
2.2,9
A miparoOBductiag uloctrocnjaat wa used to oliainate "wobble* 
a? tho ouaseadod aystea, sad to dcap dom torsional oocillatiaas,
1 thia kov&mtal copper disc (~i£, 2*1) was nouatod xi iho 
button of the glass rod, aostly for slcotraua^jaotic daciping sad partly 
to add to the mechanical stability in the jrc.viiutiou&l field. .110 
cloeiracui^et was mounted xrith Ito axis vortical cad central, a 
oillinotro or so JoaecGh the eopper disc, and ia fact tho laoopot could 
bo used aa a shell an vhlafe to lower tho dice chon it was desired to 
take teasdoa off tho quarts fibre,
fho field sln*aajth at tho top oc&tre off tho stalest was 
}.4 7V eo0 0, ai oersted obese a » no, of tame/ee, ? 100, coo 0 $ J 
end i io tho currant in c.n.u.; go b » ^.x (current ia sups),
fwo aaps oould be ponood, but optiriun doapiag usually occurred
** 27
Mth 0,2 aup3, or H | 10 oersted,
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2.3 msusz&rw
2*3.1
mack lighting from the far side of the dewar* through heo,t- 
absorbing jlaoa and a ground glass screen, showed a snail pointer on 
tho edge of tho copper disc in silhouettes viewing tho pointer throu£i 
a cathetocietor with an eyepiece scale them gave the deflection in 
arbitrary unite. The else of these units oould be calibrated by 
comparing dojreoe of twist of the torsion head to the novooaut of the
scale.
The method of measurement of torque was basically a null one, 
although small changes in torque were observed airotly. For snail 
angular deflections* the movement of the pointer on the eyepiece scale 
was noted* but after the system had been allowed to twist through sone 
5° * the torsion head was twisted to bring the pointer back to its 
original position. 3 netiues five or norc aeasureaents wore aad© 
botween adjustments of the head, amotimes oc.ly one or two. Thio was 
done to save the tine involved in adjusting the head and waiting for 
the system to settle again. After the torsion head had been twiatod 
back, a 'null* reading was usually taken at the sane heat current as 
for the previous 'direct' reading* ocauae these readings almost 
always agree to within a few per cent, it is justifiable to consider 
the • direct' reeding as valid, in s ite of the change in position of 
the sphere in the channel &ich occurs with a not twist of lie suspended 
oyeten.
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Trj’eo principal difficulties vTore encountered while measuring 
dragi the liquid level had to be kept constant, the temperature had 
to ho kept constant and the suspended system had to rouain in steady 
control. Conditions were most difficult while working with the large 
heat currents; tho lavel wit dewn fast owing to evaporation, 
necessitating frequent refills rith the fountain pUBp, aid t is in 
turn caused temperature fluctuations > end the liquid heliua eoame 
used up in too abort a tint. Trying to work near the -point was 
especially wasteful, as the fountain pump boccraes inefficient in thia 
rogicn. lith sufficient concentration and acquired skill, however, 
the fluctuations in temperature and level could usually be kept to 
within a range whore they did not constitute a substantial part of the 
eventual uncertainty in the Msults*
A second cathetcneter, with a vertical oyepieoe scale, xzas used 
to monitor the 1 enrol. broept with very large heat currents it was 
possible to keep the level within £ 0.2 as of the required level.
The teiaporiture was controlled msnually Ty altering the speed of 
pumping. This required effort and experience, but on automatic 
thermostat capable of aba orbing ths temperature surge© resulting from 
the use of the filling fountain pump would have been very difficult to 
construct. The temperature could bo controlled to loam than O.Gl^C 
for moot of tho range, and less than O.GO5°K for the lowest temperature®.
Cesperatureo or levels which we outside their opuoifiod rt.vi.-jea 
at the ti.ie of taking a deflection reading were notod.
ipart fra& tho torque exerted ’qy tho fibre and the drag on the 
cylinder or the sphere, and its euppcxrtiag wire, sovoral typos of 
farces acted on tho euspoxidod system* fh© possibility of oloctro* 
etatio forces was theoretically alaost eliminated since all surface© 
on and in the vicinity of the suspended ayataa were made conducting 
except far the insulation an tho wiring for the heater and its leads, 
and tho fibre itself. torque resulting from magnetic forces was 
present but appeared to be independent of the defleotisa of the syctoo 
over tho range in which □eaauronunta were aade* Convection currents 
oust have bean present ia the vapour* Surface tc .aicn forces pulled 
the supporting wire, or with Jhaanol XIX, the cylinder, against the 
channel wolln if it wan ailowd to approach thou* So jroat was this 
effect with Jhannel III that tho cylinder was unstable in the centre 
of the channel, and the channel hod to be wade J-ohaped (?ig* 2*5) to 
baring the walls at the surface sufficiently far apart for drag oeesuro- 
aenta to be uadc* In the other channels, aedhan&eel constraint 
United the range of deflocticn euid hept the wire cut of range of the
wall*
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Although the position of the pointer an the scale could often 
not be read to less than 0*5 degrees, a distinct lack of repeatability 
of the equilibrium xwitiosi of the disc for soro heat o-irrent wa 
oonoticea found, amounting occasionally to acre than 1 decree. ?his 
suggests the pros .neo of enall elsetrootatio forces, as thio ia the 
only type of force likely to ehsftge irreversibly, As nl$it be exacted, 
lack of repeatability also occurred with drag □oexurenonto, the cries 
of na^iitudo lacing indicated in tho £raph3 (^Igs, 5»1 - 5»lS)j it ia 
probable, houovor, that different flow pat t cares in the dwrol are 
largely rosponaihlo for this. A fuller analysis of the various 
uncortairtioo iurolvod in tho neasuroamta la given later (?.5)>
□rag meoxjurcracnto wre obtained by watfdag at oorwteit tonporatures 
cad l&oreosi&g hoot flow, Tho results of one nsrporioont then consisted 
of deflection readings at about 15 valuoo of heat current, 9ho table 
below sho*re readings taken at 1,59° in Channel I vdth the large (1 75 ) 
silver sphere.
tnioutttui- 
• SSBSwro
.ftUwvT
oasm*
Misfidasa
&
.qgttioa
Hoadizvr in
in x/iaiot** dOi-reea
oil % A
2.5 0 52,0 95 51.2
4 5l.o
6 40.8
3 50.8 90
2.55 10 50*8 35
U 50.3 30
12 52.0 75 50.9
15 52.7 70
2.8 14 52.8 55
15 51.0 ; 60
2.6 16 50.8 50 49.2
13 53.0 40 51.0
20 50.8 25 49.7
Ia this particular experiment, beeattte the sphere is large and 
the temperature low, a large drag io obtained with a noderato heat 
input and the torsion head has to be twisted for alaoot every reading 
calibration carried out at sero heat flow and corn irtaod in other heat
,B
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A32.3.2
hm \el XI w> deal^od foe no-aearia^ the dm* on a sphere In a 
sMperflov* Tho romlad aatrasiee ond <adt to tho channel end the 
niirrom^s are desired to the velocity at ’s&lh the onp ’^luld
velocity beeoaoe .'.riiieal* The jdjw la eeeer^ed to dlsobar je into a
•• * ■' . ••♦ ‘'' *.' t *', . , .:...:.
The aaia difficulty with this oxperinant wee that no fluid 
$oarged then the pipe until a finite ascent of uappllet' to the
haatefi alee the rate of increase of liquid flow with heat auppliod 
considerably lean than that predicted for an ideut systm.
2.3.3 jjrHfMr f
:MyalAf tho impsr&ture of the fluid oaor^int: Kio not been raised 
aixxra the oisfcieat toap'X-i*U2*oa (T)f ewe can imagine that fluid at 04 
is dram throujL to tho heater and totaled to ?• •'or wilt rx^j, 
aaae heated pee attend » • /^e^e W^6<SWI wl eterage
auperfluid velocity,
fhXjpaorinj the snail change ia total between On and T,
volume ajoTsjlug per second
- eolme peaaia^ tlu’ filter pear -uccood « uni11 tt ft
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If A is the crOGS-ccotional area of the flew, then
30 voluiao/oocand
and va
l _£. _!_ . Z. t
o zv rn Z> n/% P ? p*
whore ir io tho equivalent average aorcal fluid velocity for the 
earn 4«
2*3«* a—■**"** —to ^TT** Trt
iiannel XIX won ioaijaed to he convincingly ledktight both
botwooi the heater ohaaber and the hannel and between the heater
1 ”chamber and the bath, ~ iadiuu ring seals being ucod in each cane. 
The efficacy of the seal va3 crudely tested at room teaporature by 
earring the rate of lose of an ovui-preeoure of air through the 
channel filter and through a alub cd’ filter natorial* The agreaiont 
was good* suggesting that there were no lcakn*
Xn spite of these precautions, tho difficulties . hioh were 
present in channel XX were still present, thou^a on a otiollor scale* 
.'his can be seen in the calibration graph (Pig* 2*7)*
in as^osjsant of tho oali ration difficulties is given in
Appendix C*
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« 1 ft’TT ' Ji.T.
5*xa .wjaasc
Ad expected, a force was aborted on tiie spheres and cylinder in 
tho direction of norssl fluid flow* Grabs of darag force ajainat 
calculated noroal Quid velocity are shorn (Figs* 3*1 to 3.16) for a 
number of experiments*
It can be seen that the drag is proportional roughly to the 
velocity or the oqu&ro of the velocity* At very hi^i velocities 
(o*g* -bept* 47, Fig* 3*7) tho dependance ap ears to be lose than 
linear5 thio is caused by the fact that the normal fluid velocity ie 
calculated frcci the heat input, whoreas at hi ph heat current densities 
a larje temperature gradient is set up, and a propoorticn of the boat 
io loot by evaporation and leakage thr.'uch the tfalls.
In the crajha above 1.6°K (Plga. 3.1, 3.5, 3.15, 3.16) for drag 
on □heres a •kink* in the curve is apparent* fhio io diocuoood 
later (3*4*2) and shown to be probably cauood by the onset of auperfluid 
turbulonoo*
The results of the successful heat flow experiments were 
corrected for various effects (3*3) and correlated ia terras of tho 
dependence of drag coefficient on eynolds nuaber (3.4.1)*
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3.1.2 -ai^sSiSH.
It was found that the super fluid exerted a drag on a sphere 
in the direction of flow of the superfluidj a force was also 
exerted on the cylindex*, except at very low velocities, Drag 
graphs are shown in Figures 3,12 and 3,13,
Por the sphere drag experiments in Channel II, the flow 
velocity calculated from the assumption that all the heat was being 
used to drive the ouperflow was about five tines greater than the 
calibrated velocity, leakage of fluid from the heater chamber was 
suspected, and the drag velocity graphs tended to be noisy and 
inoonsistent, so no great reliance is to be placed on these results*
Por the cylinder experiments in Channel III, the scaling was 
acre effective and the calculator velocity was about twice the 
calibrated velocity, The low velocity region where no drag was 
observed iu considered to correspond to an Ideal flow regime, since
an ideal fluid can exert no drag on a body.
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5.2 SOTLART OF SXPTHI S3 ^3
5.2.1 Jgno£3i.
The results of 54 drag experiments have been analysed, and 
correlated. 21 experiments on spheres and ei^it on cylinders are 
in heat flow, and three experiments on spheres and two on cylinders 
are in superflow. Jetails of the experiments are listed below.
All measurements aade have been included in the correlations, 
except -ahen experimental conditions were so difficult as to produce 
excessive noise in the drag velocity graphs, or when some important 
parameter (e.g. heater power) was not known with sufficient accuracy*
5.2.2
iifecros
(microns) ^iarons) *
1 595 50
2 500 50
5 1075 180
4 390 50
Height of sphere centres above bottom of channel 1*5 ma. 
Cylinder diameter 180 microns
Cylinder immersed Ion uch 1.3 cm.
39 j*
(uq) q£ IJLqirM
• .. ?
X 4.75 2.5
II 5.27 2.5
XII 1.60 22
40
3.2.3 op >3 in teat glow f H
liases Ssa^aSJKa Sphere
ihaaber
M 1.32 3
20 3a 1.69 3
a 3*2 1.32 1
26 1.39 1
27 1.30 1
2Q 1.30 3
29 3.3 1.39 3
30 3.4 1.50 3
31 3.5 1.66 3
32 1.37 3
33 3.6 2.00 3
46 1.42 2
47 3.7 1.31 2
4a 1.37 2
49 1.43 2
50 1.68 2
sa 3.8 1.53 2
52 3.8 1.58 2
53 1.37 2
54 1.50 2
55 3.3 1.58 2
~wo cxporinozita which arc illustrated but not correlated» owing 
to uncertainty in the heat input t
11 3.15 2.00 2
14 3.16 1.64 2
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3.2.4 Jyltadera In Heat Flow (Jhanael III)
Nwaber
?i^ure 2aaa^!
58 1.32
59 1.46
60 1.67
a 1.67
62 1.67
63 3.9 1.31
64 3.10 1.46
65 3.11 1.69
3.2.5 3Aw In ougerflow (J ph ore * in Channel II}
aSBeEteont
iAtibgr
38 1.26
43 3.12 1.35
44 3.13 1.30
3.2.6 Jyllndora la Junarfloy (jhnnnal III)
^tESEiaaal ?i/w*
uaber
66
67 3.14
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3.3 CCBHBCTimS
3.3.1 .,-cncral
Corrections have boon made to allow for the various factors which
affect the drag. la the sphere experiments, it is necessary to allow 
for the drag on the supporting st©a, which is about throe tines larger 
por unit area than the drag on the spheres. ’Blockage* correction, 
to allow for the finite width of the channels is also made, although it 
turns out to he less significant. Heat los3 by evaporation and leakage 
throu^i the walls is important at large heat current densities.
Ulowanee is made for the effect of temperature on the fibre constant.
In Channels Z and II, it is assumed that the velocity profile is 
effectively flat, so that the velocity at the spheres will he equal to 
the mean velocity. In the normal flow experiments in Channel III, 
however, it is shown (3.3*7) that for an ordinary fluid, the velocity 
profile would he almost parabolic at the cylinder hut for the prosonoe 
of the cylinder, so that the velocity at the centre of the channel would 
ho a nost 1.5 x the mean velocity. However, it eeeoM likely that the 
cylinder will modify the upstream profile to such an extent that the 
relevant effective velocity will he closer to the average velocity. 
Jecause the effect of velocity profile cannot he estimated, no correction 
has been made for It in the calculations of drag coefficient.
Bo correction has been made for ’end effects’, either in the
cylinder experiments, or for the stems in the sphere experiments.
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3.3.2 a.OQfoae rMtfflr
Plow past an obstacle is usually considered when any solid 
boundary is well away from the obstacle* In the case of flow in 
a channel, tho presence of the channel walls will influence the
flow since t
(1) Tho longitudinal velocity averaged oven tho cross* 
sectional plane perpendicular to the channel walls, will be 
greater at the obstacle since the available area is reduced by 
the croso-ooctional area of the obstacle*
(2) The velocity vector must be parallel to the channel 
wall in the vicinity of the wall*
The magnitude of thia offset cannot be calculated at the relevant 
Bey; olds ambers (R ? 5) since the flew pattern itself cannot be 
calculated* dxporiaents on cylinder drag at low Reynolds numbers 
(IO-5 to 102) by hits (1945) rovoalod that at R « 10"*, a blockage 
ratio (cylinder diameter/channel diameter) of 1/500 doubled the dragj 
however, as the Reynolds number increased, md the inertial effects 
became acre important than the viscous effects, the effect of the 
channel walls decreased, so that for a bloclrage ratio of 1/50 and a 
Reynolds number of unity the effect on the drag was less than a few 
percent* Perkin© and Lepport (1964) measured the effect on velocity 
distribution round a cylinder of blockage ratios of 0*1 to 0*4 at
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Reynolds numbers of 10t000 • 50*000 and compared tho corrections to 
tho eynolds number with those arrived at by other workers. At a 
blockage ratio of 0.1t the Per cine and Leppert’s correction factor 
of 1.0X5 x Reynolds number compares with other values of 1.01 for 
potential flow, 1.03. 1.08 and 1.43. Tho fi jure of 1.43 is arrived 
at by a devious route and is probably wrong. The figure of 1.08 is 
arrived at by correct inj the average longitudinal velocity in the 
region of tho obstacle (’scan area* concept). Thus if the dimension 
of the obstacle along the direction of flow is o. the total cross­
sectional area of the channel is A. and the volume of the obstacle 
is V,
v
-jSSSESS^M » ..AAA.
V A X C - V
Goldstein (1938. p. 5o7) Shows a calculation by Glaaert of the 
effect of walls on cylinder drag la the region whero the wake consists 
of a Karman vortex sheet (60 < R < 300) > the fractional increase ia 
the drag is to be found to be approximately 0.9 x the blockage ratio.
Laing and Rorschach (1901) found a drag coefficient correction 
nt R > 10 for sphere blockage ratios of 0.2 to ).5 in pipss which 
agrees with a calculation by irkhoff j at low blockage ratios the 
cori*ectioa is again somewhat less than the blockage ratio.
The fmean area* correction was chocon as a suitable compromise 
between the snail and large effects occurring at large and snail 
Reynolds numbers) applied as a velocity correction, it enters into 
the Reynolds number and the drag coefficient, although the drag
itself is not corrected*
For a sphere,
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4 x d -
« for sphere 1 in channel X
2 1
3 I
For the cylinder in channel XX,
■MMiiXiwi ii'
« rvdX
1 * ^sr*
1*007
1.01
1*05
v
_xxJLsJL_
i d x i - «20-
I
« d 
1 w 4w
1.10
3.3.3
For large heat currents, the temperature at the heater end of 
the channel can reach several millidegrees, and allowance must be made 
for evaporation. The calculation of the correction is given in 
Appendix B) it is only nocoscary to apply it for the ten experiments 
in which sphere 2 woo used.
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3.3.4 iiSiri. , sUZ
The rate of loss of heat through the channel walls is determined
by tho kapitza conduct mce of the brasa* Taking the apitsa conduct*
suico at i.3°K to be about 0.2 aS oaf2 adee”1 { ilto, 1967, p. 424), 
and considering only tho resistance of tho inner walls (since the 
outside of the channel has a larger area), the lose alone 1 co of 
Channel I will be t
-cnductance x area » 0*2 x (2 x depth ♦ width) 
o 0*2 a'/ adog
The rat© of loss of heat along 1 ca of Channel by evaporation is 
(Appendix 3) o x K x width a» adeg where & is the simple kinetic 
theory evaporation constant and o is a correction factor* At 1*5°K 
the loss is 7»6 x o a- ndeg"* or, taking c » 1/9 as in Appendix 3,
0*8 a<'-« Thus at 1*3°K the heat loss by evaporation is about four 
tines greater than the heat loss through the walls* At 1.7°K, the 
evaporation loss Increases by a factor of four, whereas the Kapitsa loss 
increases by a factor of three, so the evaporation loss ia five tines 
greater than the lapitaa loss* The heat loss through the walls is 
thus considerably less than the evaporation loss, and since tho evapora­
tion correction is largely en irioal, and has a similar temperature 
dependence, it can be taken to include the loss tlirough the walls*
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3.3.5
All the spheres were supported by wires, and it is nocossory 
to ta:e into account the increase in the drag caused by tho3© wires. 
Allowanoe was made by calculating the proportion of drag wbich would 
bo due to the wires, assuming no surface end effect and no end effect 
whore the wire joined the spheres, To make this correction it is 
necessary to assume that drag will be essentially classical, an 
assumption which is later shown to be justified by the oxperi’.oatal 
results.
For the relevant range of Aeynolds numbers,
(2 (sphere) » 22 - 1350) it can be seen (Figs. 1,1 and 1,2) that
CL (cylinder) | 3x0 (sphere)
1 D
5 t0W
e
?if H (cylinder) 
at the sane velocity.
x R (sphere)
In other words, the drag on unit cross­
sectional area of wire is about three times greater than the drag on 
unit cross-sectional area of sphere.
The total, or measured, drag on the sphere stem will then be
Dtotal “ * °3t« " CD . • Vy2 (A * 3 '
sphere
where A* io the submerged eross-eocti anal area of the stem, 
,?hu8 Sphere “ Diotal TT3F
' ■
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«—A -L 5 3A*The correction factor » 0*50 for sphere 1
0.64 for sphere 2 
0*78 for e. here 3
In other words , for a small sphere* half the measured drag io caused 
by the stem.
3*%6 te
Llo kiain (1953) measured the shear modulus of fused quarts from
20°C to * 20O°C using ultrasonic waves, and found that over thia range 
the shear modulus decreased by about 3.3 • The rate of decrease at 
-200°C with decreasing temperature warn snail* 00 cokioizPs results 
oar. bo extrapolated with confidence down to -272 C. At this 
temperature the shear modulus, and hence the torsiax constant, of the 
quarts fibre is reduced by a factor of 1.036; this has been applied 
as a ooorrooticn factor to all correlated drag measurements.
3.3.7 » . 'teaLJLt
for an ordinary fluid flowing lacdnarly in a deep channel* the 
velocity profile will become parabolic after a certain inlet length lj* 
and the velocity in the centre of the channel becomes 1.5 x the mean 
velocity. fchlichting (I960* p. 171) shows that the parabolic profile 
is almost fully developed after an inlet length lj » 0.04 where
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x? in the charnel width and R . ia the Hayndds nuober ref erred to the
alumel width*
For the zusnaal flidLd flee experinmte in ’hannol HI, Vba& the 
i orrnal and uupcrfluid velocities are both below uiy critical values, 
it should be reasonable to use a I eynold© nunber for the channel
whidh jives
%
/> v w2 x O.04 
=» -UUL.-----ZZ
For the oxperinental values Oiieh wear© correlated, 1^ verier, between 
0*23 on and 2*1 co* The cylinder wee situated at a distance of 
1*4 on from the heater chaser channel inlet, so that, but for the 
presence of the cylinder, for uoet of the rang© the velocity profile 
would have been aleost fully developed, and tho velocity at the 
cylinder » 1*5 r the mean velocity* however the affective velocity 
which is relevant to describe the drag « the cylinder goous likely to 
be closer to the Men velojity* xm> correction for profile effect
has b oa. made in tho drag coefficient calculations*
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3,4 30BREUTICH W AKAMC3IS
3.4.1 ,;<?.qd<4<>Kt9
In conventional fluid dynaaioa (aee 1,4) tho drag coefficient 
for an immersed body of frontal area A in a stream velocity v is
defined by Drag • y°v A® a body of characteristic shape
the drag coefficient ia a universal function of a Reynolds number 
defined by R • /ord/V where 4 is a characteristic dluension of the 
body®
The two-uluid picture of heat flow in liquid helium introduces 
two densities, two velocities and possibly two visoosities as parameters® 
fhis leads to an infinite number of pcasi de definitions of and R to 
describe the flow situation®
If one can i^xore the presnoo of tho auperfluid then the relevant 
parameters will be
If tliooe repreaentationa of drag coefficient and J eynold3 number 
are valid, then there will be a simple functional relationship between 
4* and * which will be Independent of f> J P * !••• independent of
temperature
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Graphs of the variation of €& v.ith R^ are sheen for spheres 
in Figurea3«17 and 3»18 (by spheres) and far the cylinder in 
SUgars 5»19« Corrections hare been made for torsion constant 
temperature dependence, blockage, stem drag and evaporation* The 
effect of the evaporation correction in the sphere experiments is 
also shown (Figure 3.20)*
It As shown later (3,4» 2) that at velocities greater than a 
critical velocity, the superfluid ap;>eors to exert a negative drag 
causing a decrease in net drag of about 25t* at temperatures between 
1,6 and 1,7°K, The effect of correcting the sphere drag coefficient 
for suporfluid drag is shown in Figure 3«17 for the relevant points 
between 1,6 and 1,7°R,
Although there is considerable scatter, the drag coefficient 
does not deviate significantly from the classical value for spheres. 
For cylinders, the values of appear sli^tly too high at low 
Reynolds numbers and slightly too low at hitler Reynolds numbers! 
thin may be partly due to using a constant blockage correction factor 
rather than one which increases with decreasing Reynolds number,
Graphs are also shown for the dependance of an a Reynolds
£Sinumber Rz> » ( inures 3.21 and 3»22),
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To tost for to.iporaturo dependence, tho following procedure 
was adopted. The log.^ and log^ H points were fitted by a 
quadratic curve using tho least squares criterion. A correlation 
coefficient r was then computed for the deviations of log 0^ from 
tho curve, comparing these with temperature, normal fluid density 
and (in the case of tho sphere experiments) diameter, respectively.
The correlation coefficient r is defined (Young 1962, p.130)
(u 2^ - (iO, • Wyprr
The probability ? of a non-zero correlation coefficient arising 
purely by chance can bo calculated (Fisher, 1950, p.193 and p»174).
is calculated by assuming that the number of degrees of freedom 
equals the number of points correlated (84 in the case of the spheres, 
32 in the cylinder experiments)j ?2 i3 calculated by assuming that 
the number of degrees of freedom equals the number of experiments 
(21 and 8 respectively). Correlations using n ” w__
are compared overleaf.and R
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P2
Correlated
against
Using Using
ii Ar a
Using
V
Using
Va
Using
V
Using
Vn
T 0.555 0.0005 < 15 >90% 15t >9Q-
lieros 0.458 0.036 <1 74% 5% 88%
d 0.447 0.146 < 1, 18 4% 53/
T
Cylinder
0.756 0.557 < 1. <1. 2/~ 10%
A .731 0.564 <1, <1, 14%
This t’hows dourly that the use of / v ‘ to a ouch weaker
eorralation between 0,^ and ^9 pn and d than the wee of R^ ; In other
words ?y>^ is very nuch more suitable than R^ to describe the flow 
pattern round a sphere or cylinder*
On the other hand, it io not completely dear just how suitable 
Uy?a is* There appears to bo eridonoe of case correlation with sphere 
diameter; thio may bo connected with otem drag correction, whiah may 
well be different froo the 5Q which is assumed for sphere 1* There
appears to be a sigiificcnt correlation with T &&&£& in tho cylinder 
eoeporimonts, although it is possible that thia is fortuitous*
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3.4.2 iLiaiA .araafrfc
In experiments above 1.6°K, it was usually found that at a certain 
velocity, the drag decreased with increasing velocity for a small range. 
The effect was sometimes not clear owing to the scatter, but perfectly 
definite on a number of occasions. It was checked by decreasing the 
heat again; the readings involved were always taken with the torsion
head fixed. xa-.pl os are show, in ii,fares 3.1, 3.5, 3.13 and 3.16.
the decrease in drag was such that the actual value at the local
minimum was sone 30/ below tho extrapolated value in the nost clear out 
eases. The coot likely explanation for thia effect is the onset of 
superi'luid turbulence; the suporfluid will acquire an eddy viscosity 
and will exert some drag in tho opposite direction, to that of the normal
fluid.
The velocities ^id-way between the local maxima and minima for a 
number of experiments are shown below. In the first two, the presence 
of an intermittent short oircv.it in the heater, led to a large uncortainty
in the velocities.
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R oh
11 3.15 2.00 40$
14 3.16 1.64 36$
ajosuL ajml_
20
31
3.1
3.5
1.69
1.66
30a
23$
.35
to
.70
.45
to
.90
.80
1.04
.44
to
.88
.11
to
•22
.a
.27
1800
to
3600
2100“! U
Loss well defined examples
24 1.69 20$ 0.90 0.23 4200
32 1.87 20$ 0.70 0.45 3300
fth 13 a Eeynolds number defined as
yQV^d where d is the
channel hydraulic diameter defined by where A is the area
and p the perimeter. Since there is a free surface in the channel, the 
effective depth has been taken as 1.5 x the actual depth. This gives, 
for Channel I. d « 4.2 an.
Describing these velocities now as ’critical velocities1, the 
average magnitude of the superfluid critical velocity in the region of 
1.68°K is 0.24 <»/see~1. The experiments of Chase (1962) in a tube of 
0.08 ca diameter, yield vgc ■ 0.60 cm seo*^ at 1.68°£.
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At higher temperatures, however, tho rate of increase of v 
with temperature appears to be greater than that found by Jhaso, whose 
v ~ only increases by about 20- between 1*7 and 2,0°K,
The magnitude of the decrease in drag to be expected from 
superfluid turbulence o&n be estimated by assuming that the turbulent 
superfluid behaves like an independent fluid with a homogeneous eddy 
viscosity Various estimates have been made of this eddy visooeity
(1.5.4) | it is believed to lie between 10 and 100 micropoise (Vinen, 
1961 )• Writing I>n for the normal fluid drag and D for the superfluid 
drag,
3n " CD ’tynV 1 
n
Ds “ % ^Pa^a2 A
D CD v '□ 0,
—2. a ,„2„ • JL a ,22 ■-"■2. at 1,63
Da % Tn S
4 a n
The ratio of Reynolds numbers le
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The percentage drop in net drag to be expected from the appearance of 
the eddy visco3ity can bo estimated for the relevant range of Toynolds
numbers for different values of eddy viscosity.
ij 3 (micropoise) Kb/H3 %_/%_
—.2.. .. a :>©crease
10 0,763 0.85
30 2.26 1.2 26,'
40 3.04 1.6 35.
100 7,63 2.0 44m
Comparing the percentage decrease in drag tfiieh occurs with that 
expected for different values of Ij g suggests a value of about 
55 aicropoi3© for 1] Q, although the experimental uncortainty and 
dubious validity of this simple argument do not allow any reli neo 
to be placed on thio figure: 10 or 100 micropoise are only slightly 
less likely to be correct.
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5*4,3 tetfMA
By nirwlng a superfluid eddy viscosity V) (1.3,4) it ia
possible to attempt a oynolds number - drag coefficient correction 
for the suporflow experiments, similar to that which was carried out 
for the heat flow results in section 5.5.1. Because yOn
at the temperatures of the auperfluid experiments, it makes no
significant difference whether yOg in the Reynolds
number: fact used.
Figure 3.25 shorn two values of drag coefficient from each of 
the sphere experiments 43 and 44 assuming ?}* «* 10, 35 and 100 
micropoise respectively. Figure 3,24 shows two points from the 
cylinder experiment 67 for the sane viscosities, If one can 
justifiably compare thia situation with a classical one, then from 
the sphere experiments, an eddy viscosity of around 35 aicropoise 
sems suitable, while the cylinder experiment in plies a somewhat 
larger value.
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5.4.4 ■‘V,^ AwaE&UtaL .MfffiMj
In two experiments with superflow with the cylinder in Channel III 
(experiments 66 and 67) there was a range of velocity over which the 
drag appeared to be precisely zero, as near as could be measured.
This is shown in Figure 3.14. There is some doubt about the actual 
velocityi especially in the low velocity region ( Appendix C), but the 
very ap; roximato method of counting drips emerging froo the 3uporfluid 
overflow pipe tends to confirm the velocities deduced from calibration: 
at a calibration velocity of 0.62 m sec”* on Figure 2.7> the method 
of counting drips gave a velocity of 0*3 mn seo*^ within a factor of 
about 2. .Since the relationship between actual velocity and heater 
power is probably non—linear in the vory low velocity region, this 
agreement is as good as can be expected.
The critical velocity at which drag appears lies between 2.5 and 
3 nn 3ec~^ on the calibrated scale. Because of the calibration 
uncertainties, all that can be ©aid is that the real critical velocity 
is likely to be between 1 and 3 on 3oc*"\
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5.5 ACCURACI OP HSAT PLOW R33ULT3
5.5.1
The more important sources of experimental error are listed 
below, together with a rough estimate of the standard error associated 
with each, for sphere 5 experiments below 1.6 K at moderate velocities.
Torsion constant of fibre
Alignment of spheres or cylinder
%
2,swelling of channels (sphere experiments) 20
Location of correct level
Temperature fluctuations 
Jonvoction and stray forces
Level fluctuations
Accuracy of measurement
These lead to a predicted standard deviation of IO, • 
deviations are to be expected for t
low velocities (less drag)
sphere 1 experiments (less drag)
hijher temperatures (less drag, more heat)
□ hero 2 experiments at large heat currents
40
10
6zv
50
50
Larger percentage
(evaporation correction, less control).
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3.5.2 fi Zafttaa
The blockage correction factor is not largo and therefore not 
important except perhaps at low Reynolds numbers in the cylinder 
experiments, The stem correction is more important, and inaccurate 
estimation may lead to significant error in the case of sphere 1.
The temperature correction for the tore ion constant is not large and 
is probably accurate.
Evaporation correction is very important in some of tho experi­
ments with sphere 2$ the empirical correction which has been made 
probably does not odd greatly to the inaccuracies already present.
The lack of allowance made for velocity profile effect in 
Jhannel III could lead to significant error. For example* if the 
effective velocity is 1,2 x the mean velocity, then the drag coeffic­
ients would be lees by 44. , and the Reynolds numbers would be increased 
by 2OZ'.
3.5.3 .-aaAte
l ost heat flow results correlated with a eynolds number using
the normal fluid density are adequately self-consistent. The largest 
deviations coincide with high temperatures and low velocities. These 
deviations are partly due to the difficulties in measuring small drags 
accurately, and partly due to the breakdown at hi her temperatures of 
the validity of the correlation, ihich takes no account of the critical 
effects above 1.6°K or of the failure of the two fluid model near the
A -point.
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5.6 OTJA3XLXTT OF TEC 30P2HFL0W H33ULTS
The superflow results are less reliable than the heat flow ones
partly because of uncertainty about the superfluid velocity, and
partly because of the possibility of normal fluid back flow* The
lattor could be caused either by direct leakage of normal fluid past
the filter or by indirect heating by conduction through the brass.
In Chazr,el II only one fifth of the heat is accounted for by superfluid
flow, and it night be supposed that up to two fifths would find its v»ay
down the channel as normal fluid flow. It is shown in 2.5.5 that the
calculated superfluid velocity v « v , where v is the normal 
• Ps “ “
fluid velocity which would correspond to the same power flow. At the 
temperature® which were used in the superfluid experiments 1.5°K) 
p B ~ Pi »o the normal fluid velocity might be up to about twice the 
superfluid velocity in channel IX.
If the normal fluid velocity is 2 ca sec*^ in 3xpt. 44 when 
v3 a 1 cm 3oc~\ the normal fluid drag would be about 100 microdynos, 
compared to the measure 1 drag of 550 microdynes, so that the true 
superfluid drag would he about 450 microdynes. A correction of this 
order would have little significant effect on the rough estimate of 
effective superfluid viscosity: it would increase log^ in Figure 
5.25 by 0,11 sad this would imply that 60 micropoise would be more 
likely than 55 micropoise.
In the cylinder experiments in Channel III only half the heat 
input is accounted for, and it acorns unlikely that more than half of 
thia would be converts into norruil fluid flow down the channel • If
all of it wore converted, the normal fluid velocity would be almost the 
same as the superfluid velocity. The ratio of normal to suporfluid
£
would be ■ hBi , 'which is not greater than 10/- , and the
>. /%
effect on the viscosity estimate would be negligible.
K -
4.
------------ - --------
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■',.1 HEAT now
4.1.1 Pm
The results for sphere and cylinder drag at temperatures between
1.3 and 1.6°?; show that the two fluid theory can be used even in this
complex flow situation. The drag exerted by the normal fluid agrees
within experimental error with that exerted by a classical fluid if the 
/> V I
eynolda number R ® —JAM..,. £S used. it temperatures greater then 
o ‘a1.6°k, if the superfluid velocity exceeds a critioal value, account 
must be taken of the negative drag from the turbulent superfluid, which 
becomes comparable with that of the nornal fluid.
This situation can be interpreted in terms of Vinen*s ideas on 
superfluid vortidty. At low enough velocities, when superfluid 
turbulence is small or absent, it ai^it be expected that the effect of 
tho superfluid on the normal fluid flow pattern or on the drag on an 
obstacle could be Ignored. At higher flow velocities, when mutual 
friction and probably shear forces in the superfluid become important, 
the justification for considering the two fluids as independent in 
their contributions to drag lies in the decrease of the relative 
velocity in the vicinity of the sphere or cylinder. Since the two 
components only interact directly through mutual friction, which is 
proportional to the relative velocity for a given degree of superfluid 
vortidty, thou the interaction will be greatly diminished in the 
boundary layer ^here the normal fluid and probably the superfluid are 
retarded.
o5 —
/>▼ d
The use olds number & « —A... to dee
In
critical velocities ia channels in terse of the onset of classical
turbulence, and its justification by Tough (see 1.3.3) is consistent
p ▼ d
with the use of the Reynolds nunber R » A an to dec
The onset of turbulence ia determined by instability of a flow to 
velocity fluctuations, and fou^h prop os oo that these fluctuations will 
affect the whole flow as a result of coupling through mutual friction.
She characteristic flow round an obstacle, however, is determined by 
tho ratio of inertial axxd viscous forces; the drag will only be affected 
by mutual friction in eo far as the mutual friction modifies this 
characteristic flow, and it is suggested that this modification is not 
significant.
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4.1.2 SLjAj;.
. •- • ° » P* « pu
fTtdi ted ratio of drag* ia Da j.
if I.*1!.
then Ra 4
and <1 > 0
s n
so that ) > ) :a x a *
in other words one night expect the net drag to be aero or negative.
The fact that this is not so (Pig. 3.6) implies either that a small or 
value of should be used at high temperatures, or that the two fluid 
picture cannot he used in this aaxmer dose to the Appoint.
In fact the drag coefficient calculated from the experimeat 
at 2.uv°K, while less than the classical value at low velocity, 
becomes greater than the classical value at high velocity, as can be 
aeon in Figure 3»17» This may be partly caused by extra torsional 
forces on the suspended system resulting from excessive evaporation 
near the heater. One experiment at a temperature of 2.00°:
(vg » 2.5 x v ) did in fact show irregular but repeatable negative
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drag whes; tho superfluid velocity was in tho region between about 
1 jnd 10 ixs 3OC I at higher velocities the drag became clei^rly 
positive. Later experiments at similar temperatures, however, shewed 
only sere drag becoolag positive at higher velocities* It seems 
possible that the results of the oxporjLicnt which showed negative 
drag values were genuine but caused by sots© highly non-uniTora flow 
pattern as was found by Hiocl and Vicentini^iiasoni (1967)*
Saporiaent 52 at a temperature of 1.87°K gave a drag coefficient 
which urns greater than the classical value at low velocity end decreased 
to closer to the classical value at high velocity 5*17).
Thus the experiments above 1.8°K are not truly consistent with 
the scheme outlined in the previous section, nor are they satisfoo- 
torily self-cocwistont (ome show a distinct critical effect, others 
do not). The explanation may lie partly in the increased expert asetal 
difficulties at high temperatures, where the heat input required for 
a given normal fluid velocity io greater.
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4a.3
If the flow becomes classically turbulent at a critical normal
fluid velocity, as suggested by Chase (1962) and Tough (1966), 
pv&trlvsn If L • < , 1MU , Where d is the hydraulic diameter of theK
channel, then for dhaanels I and 111 this critical velocity will be 
ox the order of 0.5 co sec""1. hbcoept at high temperatures, taost of 
the experimental points for channel I are at velocities greater than 
this. Per Channel 111 many of the experiments show values above and 
below 0.5 ca sec~S no distinct change in the relationship between 
drag and velocity is discernable in this region.
The drag on a sphere is some tines used as a measure of the 
degree of turbulence in wind tunnels (Johllchting, I960, p. 471).
The •critical1 eynolds number at which the drag decreases ovdng to 
turbulence in the boundary layer decreases from 330 000 for very low 
tunnel turbulence to about 50 000 for a turbulent intensity in which 
the KM3 velocity fluctuations in the tunnel were 5£» and probably 
never drops below 6 000. However the sphere eynolds numbers in the 
work described here did not exceed 2 000, so that this critical velocity
is never reached.
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4.2 srirHF.ni:> urn
4.2.1
The results of ox p or in on t 67 show that below a superfluid 
velocity of about 2 osa sec*1 there is no measurable dragt these 
results are also found in the previous experiment, 66.
The sensitivity of tho torsion system should have made possible 
the detection of a force of between 50 and 100 oioroaynes. k 
classical fluid flowing <2 am sec** would have produced a force on 
the cylinder depending on the viscosity as follows i
&E?a fcfcyqflsrw)
100
90
100
250
550
0.1
1
50 .
100
In other words, there was probably no effective viscosity in the 
classical sense below the critioal velocity.
So region was found in experiments in Channel II whore the drag 
was sero while liquid was seen to bo flowing, It is probable that 
the seal was sufficiently leaky to allow a certain flow of superfluid 
to pace unobserved, so that by the time the flow was visible the 
velocity was greater than critioal.
the cylinder experients provide direct evidence of the potential 
nature of the superfluid flow, and conplenent the lift measurements of 
Ir&ig and Pellam (1957)*
4*2,2 aaumflttte
The superflow critical velocity of 2 - 1 mm ooc“^ in a channel
1,6 am (x 2 ca) at 1*31°K compares with a value found by Peshkov and 
•»!Stryukov (1962) of about 0.25 sas sec in & tube 5*85 am in diameter 
(detected by second sound), and a value of 1.3 ssb sec"* found by Kidder 
and Fairbank (1959) in a tube 1*1 ■» in diameter (pressure measurement). 
This comparison is not out of line with the sort of agreement found 
aiongst superfluid critical velocities in general (see e*g* Atkins,
1959, p* 199, «ilks, 1967, p* 391) > it is conceivable, nevertheless, 
that the channel value is hi^b because the total length of the channel 
(2*4 can) is short enough to increase the critical velocity through an
~ 71 *
inlot length effect*
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The heat flow betwen 1,6 and l.7°K also show
evidence of a critical suporfluid velocity of about 2 nr; aecj in
-» ' •■ ■ ‘ p*4 *. *' ■>'i*.‘\/; •. ..• -*- *’3f : * -, > - •• ' ’«*-T-a*
hcmnol I \3iioh has a hydraulic dionotor of 4.2 oral this compares
w 1
with values found by Chase (1962) of 6 nm sec in tube© of disaster 
v .3 am by moasureaant of tho temperature gradient. l ost other 
observations of critical suporfluid velocity in heat flow have boon 
carried out at lower temperatures.
At higher temperatures, tho critical suporfluid velocity in 
heat flow appears to increase, but the experimental evidence is not 
good enough to say anything acre definite.
The corresponding nonal fluid velocities in the range 
1.6 - 1.7°K are of the order of 0.8 on see* , eo it is possible to 
suppose that tho critical offoots are caused by classical turbulence 
of the normal fluid or the whole fluid, especially since tho short 
length of the channel night lead to a higher classical critical nor ial 
fluid velocity than 0.5 ca sec*1. On the other hand, the effect of 
the onset of classical turbulence cn, for example, pressure gradient 
is gradual, and it is unlikely that it would have such a marked effect 
on drag; hysteresis was ruled out by repeating the aeasure^onts with 
decreasing heat flow. uhile it is possible that the critical effect 
is associated with some kind of normal fluid turbulence, it soems 
likely that the decrease in net drag is caused by a marked increase in 
suporfluid vorticity.
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MjJP Wow
J? it is peroinaihle to regnrd the turbulent superfluid as a 
? cainarly flawing viscous fluid, then the beat flow experiments on
hores and the superfluid experiments on spheres and cylinders imply 
that the relevant viscosity is probably in the range 20 - 100 micro­
poise (3. <2 and 3. • ->).
?or a classical turbulent fluid flowing in a pipe, the eddy 
viscosity is invoked to describe the total increase in friction at a 
given velocity for a given pipe, is not homogeneous acrosj the pipe, 
and cannot be defined locally. In superfluid turbulence, however, 
an eddy viscosity can be defined in an element of volume which contains
cuffi lent length of vortex line. If the eddy viscosity io reason^* 
ably homogeneous across the channel, then it can be regarded as a 
classical viscous fluid. It will be homogeneous if the level of 
vorticity is maintained mostly by the normal fluid velocity through 
mutual friction. In fact, a decrease ia vorticity in the boundary 
1 yor on the sphere or cylinder might occur as a result of the proximity 
of the wall and the decrease in relative velocity.
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Vir.an’s (1257) theory gives the average spacing between lines 
in heat flow as 031 > ’’‘h«r® tho velocities are in <tt aoc“\
at 1»5°K, and Ty^'v'T o» at 1.7°K. In the sphere drag experiments 
ia heat flow at around 1.7°K this gives a mean spacing of about 0.0C5 co 
at th© critical velocity, or about th of the diameter of the 
sphere >• JLn the superflow experiments the spacing at 1 cm sec' if 
the aoove formula is true, will be 0.011 cm, which compares with a 
cylinder diameter of O.clS czn. This suggests that it might be reasonable 
to talk about a homogeneous eddy viscosity for sphere drag, but in the 
case of the cylinder it is doubtful whether the concept is valid.
5. 00NCUJ3ICK
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Betweea 1* 5°t anS about 1*3°K, the drag set or tod by the aoraal 
fluid hi boat flow or or cylinders is the soae as that oxerted
jy a el/.soloed fluid of tho same denaity snd viscosity, and the
approyrinte koynclds number to describe the drag is PvFtl'
The use of the Reynolds number to ebareeterise the
cri lied velocity in heat flow in a channel of diaeusioc d ia considered
to be compatible with the use of obaraeteriee the flow
ran d an costsale, and the arguments used to Justify tho former emet 
be considered leas valid as a result of the present work* The drag 
exerted by the nomal fluid robably does not depend appreciably on 
whether or not noroal fluid or the superfluid is turbulent*
The turbulent superfluid also exerts a drag on spheres and 
cylinders, both in heat flow and superflow. In heat flow the auperfluid 
drag ia only large sn nigh to become noticeable against the nomal fluid 
drag at temperatures greater then X*6°E< The drag ewerted by the 
turbulent auperfluid is the sane as would be exerted by a laninarly 
flowing classical fluid with the s#se density and a visooeity in the 
range 20 to 100 nicropoiss* It is probably Justifiable to regard the 
turbulent superfluid as having the some properties as a laminar viscous 
fluid vdien a large enough volume is being considered^ however, in the
case of the superflow experiment with the cylinder, the predicted 
separation of vortex lines is of the sane order of m^iitude aa the 
cylinder diameter at the lower supercritical velocities, so the concept 
is no longer valid*
In heat flow, the jupcrfluid turtaleom between 1.6 end 1.7°. 
occurs at a critical velocity which is compatible with that found by
ae (1362).
It is not possible to deduce whether the normal fluid is 
turbulent. or if it ia so, whether the turbulence of the both 
components io precipitated by a critical normal fluid velocity or a 
critical ouperfluid velocity. Phase’s analysis suggests that there 
is a changeover from the first mechanism to the second as th© temperature 
increases through the region of 1.7k.
In pure superflaw, a critical velocity of 2 - 1 ai sec"^ in a 
channel l.Sata wide is found. This is slightly higher than found by 
other workers.
Below this critical velocity, no drag is measured on the cylinder. 
This may be taken as good evidence that tho bulk suporfluid obeys ideal 
fluid theoryj in particular the fluid velocity at the cylinder wall 
must be similar to that of the bulk flow without tangential force being 
exjrted on tho wall. This is believed to be the first experimental 
demonstration of D* Alembert* s paradox.
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APPWD1X A - DSmOPKm 0? APPARATUS
r^l Isaak >J&
In the first apparatus the constant level bath was an open glass 
feeafeor which was high enough to be clear of the liquid level in the 
dev/ar, Two fountain pumps were used to raise and lower the level as 
required.
A brass tube rising above the cryostct cap contained the torsion
1*head (a stainless steel g rod passing through an 0-ring seal), the 
fibre, and the top of a long glass rod which carried the suspended 
system,
A conventional ays ten was used to observe deflection; a light 
beam passed through a window in the brass tube, and was reflected by a 
frant-oilYered mirror on the glass rod onto a scale.
The long glass rod (diameter 0,7 am) was manufactured by drawing 
out molten glass, and straightened beyond reasonable doubt by hanging 
it in an annealing oven with a wei^it on the bottom and allowing it to 
lengthen somewhat, over the course of several hours.
To render it freo of suspicion of harbouring electrostatic 
charges, all ncaxuetallic parts of the suspended system were painted 
with Aquadag or dilver Dag, Any net charge should be lost by contact 
with earthed parts of the apparatus. During the first run, there were 
torsional forces on the system at least an order of magnitude larger
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than those it was hoped to measure* An indication of the strength 
of these spurious forces was given by comparing the natural period 
of oscillation, 27 secs, with that occurring at low temperatures,
which varied between 2 and 10 secs* The effective torsion constant
is proportional to the inverse square of the period and was thus at 
times 180 times too big.
The effect was reproduced at roosa temperatures by applying a
tesla coil to the constant level bath for a few seconds. This tended
to confirm the suspicion that the spurious forces were electrostatic, 
probably resulting from a charge distribution on the inner wall of the 
bath* At room temperatures the effect died away in a few minutes, as 
the charge leaked away, but at low temperatures in helium it cannot 
leak away*
The inside of the bath was painted, apart from windows, with 
Silver Dag and this seemed to be successful at room temperature* At 
low temperature, however, the spurious forces, though considerably 
diminished were still present. A semi-transparont coating of aluminium 
was evaporated onto the inside of the bath, but no improvement resulted* 
It was discovered, however, that shutting off the pump lino caused the 
effect to disappear in a few seconds | this suggested that the forces 
were in some way connected with convection*
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In fact, a sensible explanation was not forthcoming; but it was 
thought the difficulty might be overcome by shielding the suspended 
system from convection currents in the main dowar. Th© glass rod
was then enclosed in a tube which belled out at the bottom as a looso-
fitting roof ovor the bath. ./hen thio failed to help, the suspended 
system was made cylindrically symmetrical by removing the cross arms and 
fitting a horiaontal disc* Since this was now essentially the same 
as an arrangement which had been used before (Osborne, 1962) it was 
surprising to find that the spurious forces were still there. The only
part of the suspended system which was still obviously cylindrically 
asymmetrical was the mirror. This was encased in a small cylinder, 
and a glass tube was inserted inside the brass tube, to isolate the 
window, but no improvement resulted.
At tills stage it was decided to build a constant level bath which 
was as completely isolated as possible from the rest of the dowar. 
Internally conducting glass tubing (60 ohms per square), supplied by 
Jobliags, was aade into a beaker. The thin lip of an annealed copper 
annulus was araldited onto the glass. A stainless steel annulus was 
soft—soldered ( /oods metal) onto the copper. This assembly was then 
sealed demountably onto a stainless steel top-plate by means of an
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indium ring (yg- diameter) washer and eight 4 3. A. bolts. The bath
top-plate was rigidly supported by a 15 es diameter stainless steel
tube which was attached by means of a flange and bolts to tho dewar
top-plate. The bath was now at the bottom of the dewar vessel and
was connected with the dewar space through four holes - the emptying
fountain pump, the raised funnel for filling fountain pump, and two 
3”
~ holes in the top of tho stainless steel support tube to prevent 
the possibility of gas oscillations with catastrophic heat transfer.
Shen this failed to dispose of the spurious forces, the long 
glass rod was dispensed with and the fibre was hung inside the bath, 
carrying only about 3 ca of glass rod and the disc. After atm
troubles with leaks in tho bath and mechanical noise had boon doalt 
with, the suspended system was now found to be behaving sensibly and 
continued to do so after arms had been attached to it.
ho convincing explanation for the spurious forces was ever found. 
The copper-glass araldite seal in the second bath started to leak 
after a few runs, apparently because of lack of plasticity in the 
araldito. The third and final design of constant level bath had a 
different type of seal (see 2.2.2) but was otherwise similar to the
second
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Appssmx » * evaporation corhsction (cranksl i )
For large heat current densities the excess teoperature near the 
heater can reach several nillidegrees and it becomes necessary to allow 
for loss of heat by evaporation.
3iaple kinetic theory (Atkins, Rosenbaum and 3eki, 1959) gives
S’ °1T7st 8eo’1 ’»"2 d#«‘1
net evaporation, where pi « pg is the pressure difference correspond* 
ing to a temperature difference of one degree at the surface) o is a 
correction factor, which takes account of the blurring of the 
temperature discontinuity at the surface and consequent reduction of 
evaporation rates its value will lie between 0 and 1. The heat loss 
associated with this evaporation will be
L S ’ ** K ’ L / jHvKT (pl “
X is the evaporation constant. Its temperature dependence is given
below.
Zi^I ■Ufflag.jiww"1 qa*2 fog"1)
1.5 15.fi
1.4 25.6
1.5 55.8
1.6 66.5
1.7 61.0
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Assuming perfect vertical conduction and constant c, it is 
possible to calculate the variation of v* along the channelt
Notationi* b • breadth of channel (cm) 
d - depth (on)
x * co-ordinate for position along
channel, « 0 at mouth of channel,
» 1 at heater (on)
W • heat current density (watts ca ) 
ong channel
▲ - b x d « cross-sectional area of flow.
The heat loss along the channel, (itf), will then be given by 
CKbdx A T where zjT is the local excess temperature. Chase (1962) 
gives V7* • using this relation and his values of D (and
ignoring the difference between Vf* and VT, namely the contribution 
of the normal fluid viscosity to the temperature gradient),
AtML . boKD f W3,4 dx 
dx
where WQ is the heat current density at x » o
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or i • x I _________I.(1)
where v Is the velocity at x ■ 0
Kmoricel integration leads to a relation between rn and x for a 
given value of vn<>, where vro ia the velooity at the mouth of the 
channel. x/< was graphed against VQ for several values of vaQ
of vn calculated from the heat input, and the value v&' at //2cX gave 
the velocity half-eray along the channel, whioh is where the sphere was.
is shown In Pig. B.2.
nents using sphere 2| for all other experiments it was negligible.
of drag coefficient. In fact it Is likely that c is not constant but 
decreases with increasing rate of evaporation, when a considerable flow 
of vapour must be set up. The whole correction is thus very approximate! 
its main purpose is to show that the apparent temperature correlation 
appearing at large Reynolds numbers in the C. R graph (Pig.5.20) 
is spurious.
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Kantian is mad© in Appendix C of the possibility that in th© 
superfluid experiments heat leakage through the harass may be comparable 
with evaporation. In the normal fluid situation the ratio of area of 
wall to area of free surface is less by a factor of about 5, but o may 
also he much smaller since the evaporation rate is greater, so it is 
again possible that heat loss through the vails is an important mechanism. 
The Kapitaa resistance of most metals falls by a factor of approximately 
2 or 2.5 between 1.5 and 1.7°K (Miks, 1967), and the evaporation 
constant rises by a factor of 4i so the dependence on temperature of 
the two mechanisms of heat lose is fairly similar and the argument about 
the temperature correlation still applies.
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afpbrbx c - Jur::muiD caubeatiok Mscamiror
This Appendix contains a brief discussion of the discrepancies 
in tho superflow experiments between tho calculated suporfluid velocity 
and that measured by calibration.
There are five possible factors contributing to the discrepancy 
in the superflow experiments between the calculated suporfluid velocity 
and that measured by calibration.
(a) Heat loss through brass.
(b) Leakage of normal fluid past the filter.
(c) Heat loss by evaporation.
(d) Liquid loss by evaporation.
(e) Heating of liquid above anbient temperature.
All of these mechanisms, except (b)9 depend on the excess temperature 
of the liquid in the heater. Assuming for present purposes that (b), 
at least in Channel Z1X9 was negligible, it is easily shown that (d) 
and (e) were less than (o) by a faotor of about 100, so they need not 
be considered.
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Thro© principal features are noticeable on the superfluid 
calibration graphs (Pigs. 2.6 and 2.7).
(1) A finite amount of heat must be input before 
any fluid emerges.
(2) The discrepancy between the calculated and 
measured flows increases with flow.
(5) The amount of heat required to start flow 
increases with temperature.
These features are discussed in turn below.
(1) In the particular case of the calibration of superfluid flow 
in Channel III (1.31°K), no liquid was seen to emerge until the heat 
input reached 1.2 the drag experiment at the same temperature, 
the heat input required was 2.7 atf. The temperature difference 
necessary to raise the liquid the required height of about 5 on is 
0.3 nillidegrees. Using the simple kinetic theory (see Appendix B) 
the heat loss by evaporation at 1.31°K is 17 watts deg”1 cm*2 or 
5 m W cm . The cross-sectional area of the emptying tube is only 
a few square millimetres, but the effective area available for 
evaporation might easily be Increased to something of the order of 
a square centimetre by film flow, so that the initial heat required
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could all be lost by onranorat ion. The lower heat input figure in
the calibration experinent is probably due to the fact that the 
outflow pipe fitted fairly snugly into the calibration bucket south 
so that a slight excess gas pressure would be maintained, and 
evaporation reduced •
If one assumes that the 'apitza resistance of the brass is
2 *15 deg eta watt , then ignoring the resistance at the outside wall
2
(owing to the larger area) and assuming an inside wall area of 10 on 
and a tenperature difference of a the heat loss through the brass 
will be 10 x 0.3/5 or 0*6 a^| so olearly this could be a significant 
source of heat loss if the Kapitsa resistance is much smaller.
(2) As tho heat input ia increase i, so the apparent rate of lose 
of heat increases. This nay be partly due to an increase in offeotive 
area for evaporation, but this should oause only a relatively saall 
extra loos. It scorns likely that the loss results froa an increase 
izx the temperature in the heater chamber, tut it is not clear why this 
should come about t a calculation of the excess tenperature due to 
frictional foroes in the channel or pipe shows this to be negligible.
(5) At higher temperatures, more heat has to be supplied before any 
liquid emerges, The evaporation constant increases by a factor of 4 
between 1,3 end 1.7 (see Appendix B), but the temperature difference 
necessary to sustain the level decreases by the sane amount, so no net 
change Is expected from this source. The Kapitsa resistance decreases 
however, with Increasing temperature, and this may be the cause of the 
extra heat loss.
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